
THE FULL LID

17th September 2021

Happy Friday, everyone!

This is The Full Lid, your weekly 5 p.m. chunk of pop culture enthusiasm,

career notes, reviews and anything else that I've enjoyed this week. Think of

it as email, but good!

This week's interstitials are a series of really cool videos exploring the

di�ering sizes of �ctional buildings, spaceships, worlds and maps. Relaxing,

interesting fun without an arbitrary gatekeeping grading system?!  Who

knew THAT was possible, right?!

Onward! 
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If you support the Kickstarter, you just might find out...
 
The next stretch goal is at £8000, this will allow us to be able to increase
the pay towards the actors by an additional 50%. We have been long time
supporters of other projects who after being 100% funded, then put money
back towards those who have helped create the show. 
 
Hey - that's me!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/thekilda/the-secret-of-st-kilda-a-thrilling-audio-drama


Three Great Things about

FIYAHCON 2021

Conventions, hit hard like so many industries by the ongoing pandemic,

have evolved along two routes. One is the traditional physical convention

with added safety measures. WorldCon, in December, requires masks and

proof of vaccination. Fantasycon, in two weeks in the UK, falls short of this

benchmark but 'strongly encourages' its participants and attendees to do

the same. Bluntly, any show whose requirements fall lower isn't one that's

worth risking your health, or the lives of your friends and family to attend.

Then there are the digital shows. For me, PodUK led the way in 2020,

pivoting to an entirely streamed online convention that was globally



accessible, fun and content heavy. The Nebula Conference and awards did

the same, and WorldCon's forays into the digital have forged into new

structure and logistics territory.

But the best show in the �eld by some distance is FIYAHCON, as their Hugo

nomination can attest. Here's three reasons I'm really excited for this year's

show.

'Online, Everywhere.'

Just like the poster says, the brilliance of digital shows is that they really are

open to anyone. Now, before we start getting all 'information wants to be

free' there's some stu� to unpack here. Not everyone has access to reliable

high speed broadband. And no matter the price point, convention tickets

are a barrier to entry for many. (We'll get to FIYAHCON's solution for that in

a moment). Like all attempts to make something in the capitalist hellscape

in which we all live, online events are an imperfect process, doubly so when

you consider how remarkably new on the scene they are in genre �ction. 

But even loaded with those caveats, FIYAHCON is still a show designed with

inclusion as a core tenet. Or to put it another way, physical shows are a

destination, a �xed point for a �xed (and privileged to be able to attend)

audience. Digital shows uncouple participation from most of their physical

or temporal barriers. And if that isn't a sci� concept I don't know what is.

The Program

Part of the fun of a convention is perusing the program, and pondering if

there are any agonising clashes you'll have to navigate. For me, there has

also been an element of 'dodge the 101s' to programming, seeing what way

the 'So You Want To Start A Podcast' panel has been rephrased this year. 

FIYAHCON skips all that and goes right to the beating hard of genre's

pressing issues and concerns. I mean, look at this!

The Magic of Mess

Morally grey characters, anti-heroes, and just your generally messy character

seems to evoke a wide range of responses in today’s media. Why do we love

these characters? What about them makes us bristle? Do either of these

reactions say anything about the individual consuming the material?

Speakers



Zoraida Córdova

Sarah Mughal

Kiki Nguyen

Craig Laurance Gidney

Circe Moskowitz

Vita Ayala

How great does that sound?! There's so much stu� here which is the

textbook de�nition of Fun And Educational.  'Drift Compatible: Mechas and

Gender', 'Southern Inhospitality', 'The Future of Food' and 'Frail but Hard to

Kill: Hope in a Time of Pandemic'' aren't just great titles they look like

they're going to be great panels too, crammed with information you didn't

know you needed until you discovered it, indexed and discoverable.

See also the time zones the show is happening across and BonFiyah, their

other mainstage event and how its timed to be open to be as global as

possible with content across time zones.

Sustainable Accessibility

There are two key selling points for digital shows. The �rst is 'Online,

everywhere' and the simple fact that if you've got a solid internet

connection and a ticket, you've got everything you need. The second is

where I get REALLY interested, which is the idea that digital shows are

transforming the idea of a convention from a one-o� event (almost by

de�nition both exclusive and exclusionary) into a living resource. If you

aren't in the room where it happens, you can watch what happened from

the room you're in. By itself, this is subversive and brilliant. The way

FIYAHCON are doing it, it's revolutionary. 

But there are new issues that come with a change in format, especially one

that involves recording and live audience participation via chat rooms. To

do it right, you need releases, policies, and a gigantic pool of volunteers,

tech support, and moderators. Tackling those hurdles is time consuming

and has nothing to do with the content of the convention itself, making it

easy to fall o� the to do list. FIYAHCON doesn't take that route, making sure

that everyone's safety, privacy, and right to participate is protected. Even

when it means removing a panelist last minute.

To borrow from Iori Kusano and Vida Cruz's statement about the 2021

name change from FIYAHCON Fringe to BonFiyah, doing the unglamorous

but necessary back-o�ce work means as many people have a seat by the

�re as possible, and those that don't feel comfortable there are respected.

https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/speaker/zoraida-cordova/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/speaker/sarah-mughal/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/speaker/kiki-nguyen/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/speaker/craig-laurance-gidney/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/speaker/circe-moskowitz/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/speaker/vita-ayala/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/session/drift-compatible/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/session/southern-inhospitality/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/session/the-future-of-food/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/session/frail-but-hard-to-kill-hope-in-a-time-of-pandemic/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/2021/04/26/fiyahcon-fringe-is-now-bonfiyah/
https://twitter.com/Ellethevillain/status/1438202158101446656?s=20
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/2021/04/26/fiyahcon-fringe-is-now-bonfiyah/


It's professional and engaged, professional and even kind without being

performative.

Events like this show not just how conventions evolve and survive, but how

culture evolves and survives. The future is being built right in front of us,

and one of the architects of that future convention space is FIYAHCON. I'm

so excited for this weekend, and I can't wait to see what the team decides

to design next.

FIYAHCON runs Friday, September 17th through Sunday, September 19th.

The Ignyte Awards ceremony will be livestreamed Saturday, 18 September

at 4pm Eastern time. If you've got a ticket, I hope to see you around. And

make sure to check out their shop.

Scaling Up: Buildings

Video Description: A camera pans across �ctional buildings of ever increasing size,

starting with the shrunken lab from Ant-Man and the Wasp and �nishing with the

Dome from The Truman Show.

https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/support-faq/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/2021/04/22/announcing-the-2021-ignyte-awards-shortlist/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/watch-the-ignyte-awards/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/shop-2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjIci91FRX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjIci91FRX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQbc72JB7JQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gn5kuDdeGzs


Debit is Only The Beginning

Editor's note: spoilers

Here's what you know about Joe: He manages Hollywood & Pine, the

artisanal rental store at the corner of your neighbourhood. He's well-read,

polite and always cleaning the store. He knows pretty much everything

there is to know about modern Western cinema. He drinks a little too much

co�ee. He's always working the night shift. And his clerks, the weird little

guy with the face and the tall woman with the cornrows? They don't seem

entirely happy in their jobs. Which, given the little guy is always wearing a

shirt saying HELLO MY NAME IS CLERK, HOW MAY I ASSIST YOU?

Seems...odd.



Here's what you don't know about Joe. Joe is a magic user. Joe can invoke,

evoke, bless and ward supernatural beings of every type. One of the store's

clerks is an angle. The other is ... the opposite. All three of them are bound

to the store by a curse placed on Joe's family in the 1980s by a yuppie

witch�nder who was just DISGUSTED that they couldn't get him Miami Vice

on VHS.

The curse was simple: You never close.

So they never do. Joe is tied to the building by the necessity of shift work

and the same wards that keep his supernatural clerks in check. He

frantically shops retro marts online for their latest stock, desperate to keep

the store solvent. Because Hollywood & Pine never closes, Joe never leaves,

and the rent is always due.

Joe's an NPC I created using Debt is only the Beginning by Jacqueline Bryk.

It took, maybe, 5 minutes.

You know this was in the back of my mind...

Originally designed for Avery Alder's 'Rentpunk' game jam, Debt is a system

notable for its completeness and brevity. In twelve pages Bryk empowers

players and GMs alike to tell the quiet, daily stories of urban fantasy in ways

I �nd the genre overlooks.

Here's the hook: you're a mage. You're broke. Instead of the ivory towers or

https://twitter.com/RuffleJax
https://twitter.com/lackingceremony
https://rpggeek.com/rpgseries/38898/rentpunk-gamejam


Sanctum Sanctorums (RIGHT HERE, Strange, Right HERE) your profession

has taught you to expect you get student debt, crappy apartments and

minimum wage day jobs. As Bryk says in the intro, maybe you're an

apprentice, maybe you just need a place to crash while you �nish school.

Either way you sign on to rent and you'd better make said rent because

that sigil at the bottom of your contract? Not a corporate logo.

With that simple, brilliant premise Bryk goes on to accomplish the near-

impossible, walking you through the system with clarity, brevity and

inspiration. 'How We Roll' details the full order of character creation and

play in half a page. There's a single mechanic: roll 1d10. If it's under your

stat, you made it. If you tie or over, you don't.

Play is designed to evolve each session. Rent is collected at the start of each

session . As the month plays out, you try and earn the next month's

payment. Oh also you're still learning magic. 

It all boils down to Money, Matter and Magic, the three stats you use to

interact with and shape your world. If you need to buy supplies or bribe

someone, you roll Money. Pulling a late shift or carrying something heavy?

Matter. Telling your asshole angelic clerk that just because he happens to

have chosen Jack Black's face for his �esh suit that does NOT mean he gets

to work as a celebrity lookalike now get BACK IN THE STORE ROOM AND

ALPHABETISE THE PS2 GAMES!? Magic. 

Three stats. One roll. The 'crunchy' section of this game really is the platonic

ideal of rules for me. Versatile enough to do anything, easy to memorize,

and you don't need a slide rule and a degree in di�cult sums to get

through a �ght scene. Brilliant!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-Cl-o4NCK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sY2TLiK27g4


Upcoming Net�ix movie, No One Gets Out Alive, looks to share thematic DNA with

Debt is Just the Beginning. If you wanted a shared origin campaign, something like

this would be an excellent place to start.

Video Description: A young woman takes a room in a guesthouse and quickly

discovers it's both intensely dangerous and riddled with ghosts, some of which may

be trying to warn her of danger...

From here, Debt again impresses with the simplicity of its character

design. Who Are You? Who Are They? Where Is Here? and How Do You Do It?

throw questions at you designed to help de�ne your character, your

campaign and just what sort of magic you can do. That last one is especially

impressive, both providing a comprehensive list of both positive and

negative abilities and building a ton of inspiration for characters into how

they work. All while maintaining that �ne balance of simple but in�nitely

�exible rules.

The game is rounded o� with a group of Story Seeds under the title 'So No

Shit, There I Was' (if I wasn't sold already, that section title alone might do

it). Bryk equips you with ways of weaving together the concerns of your

characters and the world they �nd themselves in, and then rounds out

with some variant rules possibilities. I was especially pleased to see

'Cut/Brake', a player safety system borrowed from Nordic Freeform LARP

make an appearance. Saying 'Brake', allows anyone to communicate that

they're okay but they'd like to slow down as the game is getting close to

things that make them feel unsafe. 'Cut' meanwhile is 'Stop, I need a

minute'. Both are simple, e�ective means of ensuring the benevolent

conspiracy of fun concept stays at the heart of tabletop RPG experience.

Debt is Only The Beginning is quietly astonishing. It's a �exible, streamlined

tool, shot through with the fantastical but cut with the realities of modern

life to create something new and underserved. A remarkable achievement

from a remarkable designer.

Now if you'll excuse me, Joe's got a delivery at the store...

Debt is Only The Beginning is available now at Name Your Price. You can �nd

Bryk's other indie work here. Jason and I also had the singular pleasure of

working with them on After the War, and their adventure 'Cry Uncle' is

phenomenal.

https://twitter.com/RuffleJax
https://rufflejax.itch.io/debt-is-only-the-beginning
https://rufflejax.itch.io/
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/285582/After-the-War


Scaling Up: Spaceships

Video Description: A camera pans across �ctional spaceships of ever increasing size,

starting with the Hocotate ship from Pikmin and �nishing with the Dyson Sphere from

the Star Trek: The Next Generation episode 'Relics' and the Ringworld from the novels

of the same name. 

New reader? Looking for a back issue?

Buy me a co�ee?

Website Twitter My Carrd

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTPwbVqU6lc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTPwbVqU6lc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MK8tf0iP5s4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=233Z0WhDrak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TCg4vsz6Ac
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ringworld
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=081050ec85
https://ko-fi.com/AlasdairStuart


Scaling Up: Maps

Video Description: A camera pans across �ctional world maps of ever increasing size,

starting with Assassins Creed: Unity and �nishing with No Man's Sky.

Want More?

Signal Boost
Art and Music

Lauren Fox has an open commission call for her excellent photo

montages.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwXV0oLEfCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwXV0oLEfCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEVD31y8cME
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ix7TJUGNx7g
http://thefulllid.substack.com/
https://www.twitch.tv/eapodcasts
https://twitter.com/LaurenFoxWrites
https://twitter.com/LaurenFoxWrites/status/1384431213658533889?s=20


II Neige is trying to song write their way through the Pokedex and this

may be the closest to holy work any of us get to see. Go check out

Rock That Pokemon.

Books

The amazing Barry Nugent makes his MG debut with Trail of the

Cursed Cobras, a cross between 'Grange Hill, The Monster Squad &

Indiana Jones' with a dash of Dark Season for good measure. It looks

FANTASTIC; pre-orders for the limited edition hardback are open now.

Chris Farnell's Fermi's Progress series concludes next month and the

pre-orders are now open. 

Andi Ewington and Rhianna Pratchett's excellent Campaigns &

Companions: The Complete Role-Playing Guide for Pets is out now! Look

for a review in an upcoming TFL.

AK Faulkner's Inheritance series asks the question 'What would

happen if you smooshed the X-Men and The Magicians together?' The

answer is: 'awesome books.'

Greg Stolze, one of the most consistently creative and proli�c voices in

gaming and �ction, is crowdfunding new project Ninki, the �rst in a

planned trilogy about the destruction of a city. I can't wait to see how

they play out.

Comics

Marcmakescomics has some more excellent Spookids! for you over at

Patreon.

Jump Tales are here to let us know about their new shonen comics

magazine, crowdfunding for its �rst three issues now.

Martin Eden's supersoap comic, Zeros, has nine chapters for you to

read.

Events

The Clarke Award write with news of an event at Southbank on 26th

September. At 1pm Clarke Award winner Tade Thompson, Harry

Josephine Giles and Temi Oh will discuss the world as seen through

sci-�, along with editor and publisher, Ellah P Wakatama.

https://twitter.com/ilneigeYT
https://t.co/sAXbqlSVOh?amp=1
https://twitter.com/GeekSyndicate/status/1438413387789131781
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AN54eBj9i7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeZs0B0mjXY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntXJJwEk1NA
https://barrynugent.com/product/trail-of-the-cursed-cobras-special-edition-hardback/
https://twitter.com/thebrainofchris
https://t.co/88e1T7IDiS?amp=1
https://twitter.com/AndiEwington
https://twitter.com/rhipratchett
https://rebellionpublishing.com/campaigns-companions-the-complete-role-playing-guide-for-pets/
https://twitter.com/PoopRaven
http://discoverinheritance.com/books
https://twitter.com/GregStolze
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/ninki#/
https://twitter.com/MARCmakescomics
https://t.co/s14sjPCDZf?amp=1
https://twitter.com/jumptalesmag
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/jumptales/jump-tales-issues-1-3
https://twitter.com/spandexcomic
http://zeroscomic.com/
https://twitter.com/ClarkeAward
https://t.co/JabYoS3v0b?amp=1


Quantum! Leopard! RETURNS! James Ross brings news of the beloved

comedy show's return on Saturday 2tth September at the Horse &

Stables near Lambeth. As James says, 'Tip top comedy line-up, pay-

what-you-like, no punching down, ALL ACTS AND PUNTERS WILL BE

DOUBLE-JAB VACCINATED. Will be a lovely one!'

MerelyMatt is here to tell us about LIGHTS OUT, the stage show spin-

o� of RPG podcast Merely Roleplayers. Brilliantly, they're using  'the

Tarot and the cast's determination' to decide who �nds hope before

darkness falls. Grab 10% o� tickets before 24/9 with code EARLYBIRD

Games

Fellow St Kilda resident, horror MVP and all around thoroughly

excellent human Erika Sanderson sends word of new psychological

thriller game Chasing Static, releasing for PC in October. I very much

want to play this and will do so in daylight. Where it can't get me.

Claudia Cangini (it's an uno�cial After the War reunion week!) brings

news of The Malison Hotel, a queer dieselpunk dramady game with a

trans protagonist.

Hashtags and Shenanigans

This week the likes of Austin Trevor, the original screen Poirot and the

quietly revolutionary Candice Renoir walked the #dailydetective beat.

And speaking of Brendon, he pointed me at this astonishing piece of

�ction by Azure_Husky. You will cry. I did, but in a good way. 

That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here

get in touch.

https://twitter.com/jamesrosscomedy
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/quantum-leopard-s06e014-w-joz-norris-tickets-168910145793
https://twitter.com/MerelyMJ
https://foggyoutline.com/merelyroleplayers
https://t.co/Zxt5W9jTw6?amp=1
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/thekilda/the-secret-of-st-kilda-a-thrilling-audio-drama
https://twitter.com/ErikaSanderson
https://twitter.com/headwaregames/status/1437778317990580226?s=20
https://twitter.com/ClaudiaCanginiA
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/285582/After-the-War
https://t.co/y5WTsmUN33?amp=1
https://twitter.com/brendonconnelly/status/1438044412651712517?s=20
https://twitter.com/brendonconnelly/status/1437711612333498371?s=20
https://us1.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=1ae42e1a95310d27c25e9664a&id=2b5273194e
https://twitter.com/Azure_Husky/status/1420177932518137862?s=20
https://twitter.com/Azure_Husky
https://alasdairstuart.com/contact/


Scaling Up: Planets

Video Description: A camera pans across �ctional planes of ever increasing size,

starting with the Speck from Horton Hears A Who and �nishing with your friend and

mine, the ''Relics'' Dyson Sphere again.

Where You Can Find Us This

Week
FIYAHCON

Catch Marguerite on Law in SFF, and Why It Matters Sunday at 15:30

EDT.

Or swing by the Escape Artists exhibitor booth!

Working Away

Audio drama update: casting and production and foley?! Foley?! Foley!!

Here Alasdair, fall down for this microphone please! 

RPG work in progress!

Finalising a submission for an anthology Marguerite put in front of me

because she knew I couldn't resist but needed a nudge!

Special Guest

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQXkqXC1M8c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQXkqXC1M8c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TCg4vsz6Ac
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/session/law-in-sff-and-why-it-matters/


Marguerite was a guest on Sarah Gailey's Stone Soup this week,

alongside Sarah Hollowell. They were given a legal question to answer

and footnoted magni�cence ensued in Nepenthes Rea!

Twitch

The Sexy Space Idiots are back together! And behind the Big Door!

And ... SPACE DRAGONS?!

We continue with the delightful SCARLET HOLLOW Episode 2 where

we met Professor Hottie the Librarian and his adorable cat, Pixel! 

Podcast Land

PseudoPod 774: Vanity, Vanity

Written by Dan Fields and narrated by Graeme Dunlop

Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Chelsea Davis

Find me on The Online

Website Twitter My Carrd

Award Voting

Hey everyone! Here are some award voting resources for you.

Hugo Award voting is open. Members of DisCon can make their voices

heard between now and November 19th, with winners to be announced

at Worldcon in December 2021. There’s still time to join the convention

and reserve membership with voting rights.

Hugo voting packets are available via DiscCon. They're also (mostly)

available free at my website to everyone. 

https://margueritekenner.carrd.co/
https://twitter.com/gaileyfrey
https://twitter.com/sarahhollowell
https://t.co/MQ7Z4A6hYs?amp=1
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1146437629
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1149725514
https://pseudopod.org/2021/09/11/pseudopod-774-vanity-vanity/
https://pseudopod.org/people/dan-fields/
https://pseudopod.org/people/graeme-dunlop/
https://pseudopod.org/people/alasdair-stuart/
https://pseudopod.org/people/chelsea-davis/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=5883b4d356&e=89d9b90152
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=d58b11e9ba&e=89d9b90152
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=2b54a0fa87&e=89d9b90152
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=398588aa6e&e=89d9b90152


Signing O� / Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks!  September is a marathon, not a sprint, so please

take some time for yourself to rest and recover when you can. Go see a

movie if you're able, hydrate, make something, read something. Take time

for you. God knows we all deserve it.

TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can �nd me,

including the Team KennerStuart Instagram and the Twitters, where this

best of boys stole the show, and the ball, this week. Follow us on Twitch to

be noti�ed when we go live.

This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider

dropping something in the tip jar. And thank you!

Playing us out this week is Luca Stricagnoli with, well it's basically magic on

a guitar that appears to have been built the way Ripley straps weapons

together in Aliens. Oh! Luca has some other great stu� on his YouTube

channel.

It's also?

a Full Lid.

Video description: A just ridiculously good looking man with a close cropped beard

wearing a black t-shirt plays a cover of Eminem's 'The Real Slim Shady' on a mutant

instrument that appears to be two acoustic guitars and an acoustic bass fused.

Copyright Alasdair Stuart © 2021 -- All rights reserved 

https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://www.instagram.com/kennerstuart/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/LegalValkyrie/status/1215210777822617600
https://twitter.com/JimMFelton/status/1436739646315192323?s=20
https://www.twitch.tv/eapodcasts
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=fd1d51bebe&e=5844525c32
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnXQJu45EMrCKBxvk5Sicpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDS3hAFQuS8
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